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Brief

Help students reach
their full potential.
Academic Lab Packs for Nuance® Dragon
Professional Group.
Nuance Dragon® speech recognition enables students, teachers and school
administrators to dictate and edit in programs like Microsoft® Word, Excel® and
Outlook®, and watch their spoken words appear in documents, email, instant
messages and more—three times faster than most people type—with up to
99% accuracy. Students can also surf the web in Internet Explorer® and Google
Chrome® by speaking commands to navigate the browser and select links – all by
voice.
A revolutionary educational tool
Dragon has gained broad acceptance as a cost-effective accessibility tool for
a wide range of students. It not only provides an alternative input method for
students with physical disabilities, but has also been shown to help students with
learning disabilities make significant advances in the areas of reading, writing and
spelling. By eliminating the physical demands of typing and cognitive barriers
to written communication, Dragon can help all students better realize their full
potential.
Reduce the stress and anxiety associated with homework and reports
Dragon helps students keep up with their brains by eliminating the mechanical
aspects of typing or handwriting. Dragon’s fast, accurate dictation capabilities
make it easier for students to transform thoughts into text without spelling worries
or fear of the blank page.
Increase independence for student with physical disabilities
Dragon supports Section 508 standards to ensure its features are accessible to
people with disabilities, and is proven to help students gain greater independence,
eliminate the need for a dictation buddy, and empower them to keep pace with
their non-disabled peers.
Level the playing field for students with learning disabilities
Students with learning disabilities that leverage Dragon for schoolwork produce
results that more closely match their true potential. Students can deliver longer,
more detailed written work since they can focus on quality content, rather than the
traditional writing process.
Improve writing fluency for students learning English
Dragon includes text-to-speech technology that lets students listen to text read
aloud by a computerized voice and follow what is being read on the screen. This
practice has been shown to improve both word recognition and pronunciation for
struggling readers or students learning English.

Dragon boosts productivity ...
... by helping students and teachers
create documents and email—from
homework and book reports to lesson
plans and student feedback—more
quickly and easily than ever before.
–– Turn voice into text three times faster
than most people type with up to
99% accuracy
–– Capture ideas anywhere, anytime at
the speed of thought
–– Control a computer completely by
voice
–– Simplify computer interaction and
daily tasks with voice commands –
communicate more naturally
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The Dragon Academic Lab Pack
Dragon Academic Lab Packs are a great way to leverage a fixed number of
PCs in an academic lab over many students. With dynamic user profiles, each
student can create and login with their own unique voice profile in minutes.
Electronic download and delivery is easy via a single serial number, the ability to
add additional student licenses, and even the option for remote deployment if
required.

Lab Pack ROI
Enjoy greater flexibility and increased
savings with Lab Packs
#
Licenses

Dragon
Professional
Group Lab Pack

Dragon
Professional
Individual

Unlike purchasing retail editions of Dragon Professional Individual, which require a
license per user, Academic Lab Packs provide unlimited student usage for a fixed
number of PCs in a lab environment. Eligibility for maintenance and support entitle
learning institutions to automatic upgrades and premium support unavailable in
retail editions of Dragon. School administrators will enjoy easy annual budgeting
for this option as a fixed percentage of the lab pack license amount.
Finally, Lab Packs offer the multi-user benefits of Dragon Professional Group with
central administration via Nuance Management Center and ability to centralize
management of voice profiles, custom vocabularies and setting default installation
options for new profiles.
The Dragon Academic Lab Pack is ideal for schools considering Dragon
deployments in specific classrooms or computer labs and is available at two
levels—five (5) licenses and 20 licenses. The K-12 School License allows schools
to install Dragon Professional Group on up to 250 school-owned or school-leased
computers at a single location. This single-site program, designed exclusively for
K-12 schools, offers both value and flexibility.

5

20

250*

$1,200

$4,800

$60,000

$1,200

$2,700

$7,600

Note: Dragon Professional Individual license
pricing represents retail cost of buying
multiple boxes to equate to Lab Pack license
multiples.
* 250 license lab pack is available for K-12
only.

Volume Licensing Product and Maintenance/Support Options

Ordering SKU#

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic (K-12 only) 5 License Lab Pack – PC only

LIC-A209A-F03-15.0

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic (K-12 only) 5 License Lab Pack 1-yr Maintenance & Support

MNT-A209A-F03-15.0

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic Lab Pack - (K-12 only) License (Up to 250 computers per school at a single
address)

SLP-U909A-F00-AA

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic Lab Pack - (K-12 only) License 1-yr Maintenance & Support, English

SLP-U909A-F00-AA-MNT

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic Lab Pack - License (Up to 20 computers per school at a single address)

SLP-U909A-F00-AB

Dragon Professional Group 15.0 Academic Lab Pack - License 1-yr Maintenance & Support, English

SLP-U909A-F00-AB-MNT

USB headset
Mono Ear USB Headset with Microphone

HS-GEN-25
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